
+138% Lift In Summit Storm Purchases With Proximity Marketing

Proximity marketing can be a powerful tool that enhances the customer experience. Apple’s iBeacon 
technology is based on Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) location beacons, which transmit data over short 

distances, and is directly integrated into iOS, with similar technology existing in Android. This allows mobile 
apps to seamlessly deliver hyper-local and contextual content to consumers. These targeted offers can lead 
to higher conversion rates, with 57% of consumers more likely to engage with location-based advertising.1

GOAL
Gatorade, through the network of Belly iPads, used iBeacon technology to drive awareness and impact 

purchase behavior of 7-Eleven’s exclusive Gatorade flavor: Summit Storm.

PROGRAM
• Homescreen Takeover: Belly iPad homescreens at 7-Eleven registers were updated with imagery and 

messing to promote Summit Storm. 

• iBeacon technology delivered push notifications to Belly members as they approached a Belly-enabled 7-
Eleven location. 

• A pre-survey was sent to all Belly Members and a post-survey was sent to all Members who received an 
iBeacon notification to measure lift in awareness and purchase behavior.
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+86% increase in Gatorade advertising awareness in-store via iBeacon notifications 

+18% lift in awareness of the iPad at checkout
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